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About This Game

Crimson Keep is a first person, action RPG. Descend into an ever-changing labyrinth full of monsters, traps, and treasure.
Locate the sunken remains of an ancient castle and cleanse it. The great power you find within could be your only hope of

escape.
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Thirty years ago a curse destroyed the village of Larkstead. Banished to the dungeons below, your only hope is to explore,
scavenge, and fight for survival. Will you find the mysterious Crimson Keep? Will you escape this terrible place? Or will you be

food for the innumerable beasts and horrors that lurk below?

Weapons with different speeds, damage arcs, and special attacks

Multiple classes, and abilities to choose from, each with strengths and weaknesses

Locational damage (aim and hit enemies in weak points)
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Randomly generated areas, monsters, and loot each run

Achievements unlock more abilities to use and equipment to find

Completing the game unlocks new areas and bosses
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Permadeath

Cursed items

Hunger

Gods to worship
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Title: Crimson Keep
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ian Atherton, Ben Rog-Wilhelm
Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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I just got done playing the first chapter(free) and I love it. The graphics are cute and the puzzles make you use your brain, a
huge plus for me. I honestly have no complaints, and as soon soon as I get paid again I'm going to buy the full game DLC.
Awesome little game, I highly recommend it.. Awesome game.. Although this game is fun at the core, the controls and camara
auto(or lack-there-of) camara rotation makes this game too much of a pain to play for more than one or two hours at a time. I
might get used to the controls and camera stuff after playing for a bit, but it just isn't as good as other games that I have played,
such as A Hat in Time. This game was worth my money however; it is cute and fun, but just needs a little bit of tweeking to
make it just a little bit more immersive. Overall, I am very mixed about this game, I WANT to love this game, but it has some
more love from the devs(or moders).. I should say something about how bizarre the last stage is and how the caption is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. Is it kind of rapey? Yea. Does this game objectify women? You betcha. However, this game
relies heavily on Achievement Completion. I've never really had such an urge to 100% a game since Modern Warfare 2. One by
one, I got all three stars on each stage. My patience was tested when I had to sit through all seven stages in free play to get all the
other achievements. I would be lying if I said I didn't think of exiting out. But I stood tall, and at the end of this grueling process,
became triumphant. Finally, after finding out how to download stage 8, I endured through the whole stage knowing the
achievement was within reach. After what had felt like months using the love egg, I knew I finally beat the game.
For what this game is, I cannot recommend it enough. The price is fair, and it gives the player a sense of achievement after
completing it, sort of like Banjo Kazooie or Mario Oddysey. This game emits a sense of nostalgia, and brings back a time where
video games weren't just an annual shooter or another lazy battle royale. It's a much needed refreshment and I can see this game
becoming the next big thing.
And for what it's worth, the tiddie physics is 10\/10.. I can't recommend NW, it's a sub-par SHMUP, based around a victorian-
styled navy. Don't expect a story, characters, graphics options of any kind other than resolution and AA, also have to disable any
second monitors to get it to display. Uninteresting style, could've gone further with it, plus graphical issues like screen lag and
flickering textures even when on a non-cluttered screen. There are better games of this type out there.. Very cool lighting effects
and gameplay. Audio a bit rinky-dinky carousel type stuff, unfortunately not in the same class as the great Russian K-D Lab's
Biprolex +. Arcalex is ready! Tetlix Stopped! Achtung! Rabid Squares Down! Wow! Super Ball! If you can figure out how to
play this Dynamic Battlefield For Your Brains there is an emulation at https:\/\/archive.org\/details\/BIPROLEX. Not much to
say about this one, feels very dated for a game that was released in 2016, can't recommend.
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if you really enjoy games that make you tease out their secrets and keep changing it up with each map then this game is
definitely for you. it's in my top 5 most fun to play games i dont think ive ever laughed so much in-game, ever. the whole thing
feels like a puzzle that you have to figure out and each time you die its permadeath and i kinda resisted that at first, but i see the
wisdom in that now because each iteration brings fresh new experiences and knowledge. the graphics are amazingly creative its
like a salvador dali surrealist dreamscape and i totally recommend it, five thumbs up.. The game is fun, as you just simply plan
on where you would build the towers and watch the enemies get taken down by towers before they reach for the core, which is
the point of it being an tower defense game itself.

My favorite thing about the game is the endless mode, where you just upgrade to stronger towers, so once you run out of hit
points and can't make it any further, then you get lots of research points to spend on permanent upgrades.

And the campaign mode is where you get stars from completing the missions, so they get harder as you go, requiring you to
upgrade as much as you can to make the most out of it.

Overall, this game is fairly decent and I would recommend this game if you like tower defense games.. Really wonderful game,
I haven't finished it yet but so far i am loving the story, the controls are smooth, and the graphics\/arts are lovely.. So I finished
Draugen. It's very short 3 hours.
I quite liked it, the setting 1923 Norway is very cool. There is a mystery going on and you are looking for your sister.
It's a walking simulator, you walk around a beautiful town and read stuff and try to put the puzzle together of what is going on.
The story is really cool and goes places, but unfortunately they fumble the ending and I felt like it left too many things
unexplained and open.
It almost felt like they had more story to tell but then had to just finish the game so they rushed the ending.
It also has a wonderful soundtrack and looks great.
I would give it a 7.5\/10 if the ending would have been better and on par with the rest of the story telling it would have been an
easy 9.
Also lissie reminds me a lot of elizabeth from infinite! she even sounds similar
I would recommend it if you like walking simulators, and don't mind a short game (this is a bonus to me). It's so good I don't
even know how to play it. As a member of the Populares, I am also too stupid to learn.. Entertaining, that's about it.. I'm a Call
of Duty C**KSUCKER!

Monsters and magic awaits....:
Hello Everyone!

With less than 24 hours to go we're excited for you to get your hands on Crimson Keep!!

There's tonnes to discover in this game and we look forward to hearing what you think. 
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Be sure to join our Discord [discord.gg]channel for the latest info and chat with more of the Crimson Keep community.

Good luck...

. Update 11th December:

Hello Dungeon Crawlers,. Features and Inspirations pt. 1:
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Crimson Keep. Introducing the Team:

"Hey everyone, I’m Ian Atherton. I’m the artist and lead designer on Crimson Keep. If you haven’t heard of our game before
(that’s pretty likely) I’ll sum it up for you. It’s a first person action RPG with randomly generated areas and permanent death.
You could call it a roguelike, or a roguelite, and in fact a lot of the design elements of the game have come out of classic
roguelikes like Dungeon Crawl: Stone Soup. I’ll go into more depth with what inspired the game in a future post. For now, let’s
get to know the team.

Ben Rog-Wilhelm is the programmer, but he also helps with design, and other decisions for the game. He has had a storied
career of working on some pretty cool games. He worked at Snowblind Studios on Champions Of Norrath, an Everquest themed
ARPG for the PS2. Later he worked at Trion, on Rift and Atlas Reactor. Since about a year ago he’s worked with Ludeon
Studios on the awesome Rimworld, and of course, for the last two years he’s been the backbone of Crimson Keep.
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Starting in 2014 or so I’ve been working with a musician named Matt Oglesby, he started helping me on a horror game that
didn’t really go anywhere, aided me in various game jams, and eventually got on board to do the music and some sound design
for Crimson Keep! He’s been great to work with, and has recently gone full-time music composer/producer, so look forward to
seeing more great work from him, both in our game and others.

And well, as I mentioned at the start of this post, I’m Ian. I’ve been doing mostly 3d artwork in the indie game scene since 2012,
the first game that had my art on steam was Malevolence: The Sword of Ahkranox, so shoutout to those guys! Since then I’ve
done art and design on games like Fjall (a puzzle platformer) and Shoppe Keep (a merchant sim). In 2015 we started work on
Crimson Keep, and we’re excited to let it loose upon the questing masses.". The Time To Enter The Crimson Keep Draws
Near!:

Steel yourselves, brave adventurers. The time to enter the Crimson Keep draws near! Explore, scavenge, and fight for survival.
Will you find the mysterious Crimson Keep? Will you escape this terrible place? Or will you be food for the innumerable beasts
and horrors that lurk below?

Yes, the wait is almost over. The descent begins on November 29th.
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. Some of the enemies you can expect to find...:
BONEMAGE

GHOST-PRIEST
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CHERUB DEMONS

GHOSTS
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PIGMAN WARRIOR

SKELETAL SWORDSMAN
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PRINCE OPHION

. Are you ready?...:
Hello Everyone!
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We’re almost there! Crimson Keep is finally launching and it’s coming this week. From us here at Merge Games and the dev
guys at Team Crimson, we want to say a massive thanks to you, our community. This was a labour of love and your support was
a massive part of this.

Crimson Keep is launching on November 29th and is available on Steam and the Nintendo eShop (US[www.nintendo.com]),
(EU[www.nintendo.co.uk]). On PC we plan to add updates to resolve any minor bugs or issues you may come across after
launch.

We have a dedicated Crimson Keep channel on our Discord [discord.gg]server and welcome anyone who would like to join and
get the latest updates on our games.
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